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Sony/Blizzard/343 Studios The future of streaming game is open road. But we already have some markets that we can use to draw a map: online video streaming services. If we are not careful, the streaming game will hit the same speed of beats. As Microsoft, Sony, NVIDIA, Google, and others are starting to ramp up their games streaming subscription services, we can already
see what the biggest problem for gamers will be: an increasingly fragmented choice. As platforms and consoles struggle to get the biggest and best games on their streaming service, and only their streaming service, gamers will assume that it is impossible to play all the titles they want on just one of them. Not that it's anything new to the gaming industry, of course: it's an old-
fashioned problem of platform exclusivity, now spreading among more and more platforms. Streaming streaming Looms On The Horizon To be clear about our terms: The streaming game in this article refers to playing video games in your home on broadband connection, where the actual equipment that hosts the game (PC or game console makes the number crunch) is on the
server somewhere. Current examples include PlayStation Now, which streams a selection of PS2, PS3 and PS4 games either regular PS4 or programs running on your computer, NVIDIA GeForce now, which can stream full-fledged computer games to either NVIDIA SHIELD set-top boxes or PCs, and Google Project Stream, which used a single PC game in a test launch earlier
this year. We're not talking about streaming video where someone else is playing a game you're watching on a service like YouTube or Twitch. NVIDIA If you're not familiar with it: The game streaming is pretty cool. This allows someone with minimal hardware, like, say, $200 SHIELD, to play games that are otherwise limited to a $1,000 gaming PC. It doesn't need local media or
massive 50GB downloads, and a relatively small monthly fee can give you access to hundreds of games a la Netflix setup. As for clean equipment, the only real Downer is that you need a solid broadband connection: most of these services recommend 25 Mbps, but I've found that they tend to stutter at anything less than 50. With these parts in place, the experience is pretty
amazing. You can play games in maximum graphics settings with almost perfect synchronization, including the fastest multiplayer shooters or fighter jets. And it's only going to get better and more affordable: Microsoft is pretty much rumored to be developing a streaming-only version of the next Xbox console, the service of which will no doubt be available on Windows, too. Even
Nintendo is dipping its nose: the company is now streaming some old SHIELD owners' titles in China. As expected, Amazon is looking to get on with this action as well. That's where it comes from. Library Problem Streaming Video Services are fighting tooth and nail to get original, exclusive content: Netflix has its own high-profile Marvel series, ordinary shows like Orange Is the
New Black, and even even even theatrical films like Bird Box. Hulu has exclusives like The Handmaid's Tale and sequels as The Mindy Project. Amazon Prime Video is home to shows like The Wonderful Mrs. Maisel and The Man in the High Castle. Video services compete for exclusive shows such as The Handmaid's Tale. Hulu And it's all great! These services themselves
become powerful production homes. But if you're trying to watch one or more shows with each service, as many do in this golden age of television, you're going to have to subscribe to them all. Want to see a new Star Trek or Twilight zone shows? Add CBS All Access on top. How about Teen Titans or young Justice superhero shows from DC? Add on the DC Universe. Want new
Marvel and Star Wars shows? There's that new Disney service coming later this year. The promise of online TV was la-carte watch, no one is ever forced to pay for something they don't want like cable. But ten years later, we have the same cable problem in the new outfit. To get the whole TV you want, you have to pay for a lot of it that you don't. There are ways to get around this
as a subscription to one service at a time, and binging all its content and then move on to the next one. But that's hardly ideal, especially when things like Amazon Prime bundle programming with other Prime services. Most people who watch all their content online will have to pay for at least two simultaneous services, even if they don't need access to live TV for sports and news.
PlayStation Will now apply to streaming gaming services. Now, not only do gamers have to deal with platform exclusive titles like the last of us or Spider-Man on PlayStation and Smash Bros and zelda on the Switch, they will have to juggle which of their games can be played all online or only locally. Which ones are included in the service charge, and which ones should be
purchased just to play remotely? Turn the coin over. If you're frustrated by the decentralized nature of premium online TV, wait until you do the same for the new $60 games. Possible Solutions: Console Publishing Requirements and PC Rental There's a new generation of consoles due in 2020 or so, at least for Microsoft and Sony. This is usually when the front lines are drawn,
and the new exclusives are solidifying. But assuming both Sony and Microsoft plan with an eye to focus on game streaming, this is an opportunity to avoid at least some of this fracking market. At this point, every streaming service must negotiate with developers and publishers to get the games. Once these agreements are made, the service can take the games to their backend
and deliver them to customers, either as freebies are included with a subscription or additional all digital purchases. But as owners of Xbox and PlayStation Microsoft and Sony can use a little good old-fashioned corporate strong armament to make their streaming services stand out. Microsoft You see, developers and publishers should also for console licenses, Xbox, PlayStation,
and Switch games tend to be more expensive than on the wide open PC market. If game creators want to access a built-in audience on Xbox or PlayStation, Microsoft and Sony can make participation in their streaming services a condition of publishing on their consoles. Want a game released on Xbox Two or PlayStation 5? Ok! You're also going to make it available for streaming.
This approach won't solve the decentralized problem for gamers, but assuming that both Microsoft and Sony are implementing it in some way for the next generation of consoles, it could at least mean that the switch to streaming games is no more fragmented than the current market. The big industry titles will still struggle for exclusives, but players won't have to wonder if you can
play this hot new game on Xbox Stream (or whatever the name is). Of course, things get complicated on the PC. Streaming, which relies on COMPUTER games, is even more decentralized, and services from NVIDIA, Google and Amazon will not be able to use this tactic. Take a look at the current library for GeForce NOW for a simple example: this is a scattering of AAA
publishers. Big names like Valve, Ubisoft, Activision-Blizzard, Take Two, and Bethesda are represented, but titles from EA are missing (thank you, Origin) and smaller indie games and old classics are noticeably thin on the ground. But consumers can benefit from the PC platform in a different way. The same wide-open approach allows for smaller and more competitive services
such as Shadow. Shadow Shadow allows users to essentially rent a virtual lot of gaming PC power, and access it with any low power Windows, macOS, Android, or Linux-enabled iOS soon. This solution means you still need to manage game installations and performance yourself, but it makes gaming content available more or less anywhere where you can get a solid broadband
connection, with 4K and 144Hz options available, too. The shadow even allows local and remote backup. The service is $35 a month and doesn't include anything you can eat library, but the low cost of computer games in sales and bundles can help offset that a game that goes for $20 or $30 on consoles can often be found for five bucks during The Steam sale. It's a promising and
flexible approach, although it can disable gamers hoping for streaming simplicity. Streaming games solve some big problems, especially when it comes to cost. If you have an internet connection that can handle this, you'll have some really interesting options in the near future. You will also have a fresh set of troubles to deal with. A streaming game platform that decides or at least
minimizes these irritations will come out on Place. Television has taken an unprecedented step on the Internet this fall season, meaning you can now catch tons of your favorite shows on demand without leaving your browser. We all want to keep up our stories are the best, so this week Hive Five sets its sights on the best websites for streaming TV on your desktop. Keep reading
for more information and assign your favorite TV streaming site. Update: For the five most popular tools, check out the five best sites for streaming TV. Hive Five nominations occur in the comments where you post your favorite tool to work with. We get hundreds of comments, so to make your nomination clear, please include it at the top of your commentary as well: WINNER: TV
streaming site is here. If you don't follow this format, we can't count your vote. To prevent falsification of results, votes from first-time commentators cannot be counted. Once you've made your nomination, let us know what makes it stand out from the contest. About Hive Five: The Hive Five feature series asks readers to answer the most frequently asked question we get- Which
tool is the best? Once a week we will put out a call for applicants looking for the best solution to a particular problem, then you tell us your favorite tools to get the job done. Every weekend we will report to the top five recommendations and give you the opportunity to vote for what is best. For example, check out last week's Hive Five best BitTorrent apps. Applications. tv stream me
suits. tv stream meaning. tv stream metro. tv stream media player. tv stream me game of thrones. samsung smart tv stream media from pc. apple tv stream media server. 1stream tv me
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